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DRY VACUUM CLEANER WHISPER
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
These operating instruction provide you with all information necessary for
correct , safe and prescribed usage and maintenance of the series DRY and
WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANER (ALL THE MODELS). They must be
kept where they are accessible to the user at all times.

PRESCRIBED USAGE
This machine is designed for the professional cleaning according to these
operating instructions.
Any other usage, in particular, for the removal of types of dust which may be
dangerous to health, is prohibited.

GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
This machine is designed and constructed according to the present state of the
art and recognised technical safety standards. It is fitted with protective devices,
following safety European standard rules. Dangers can occur in spite of this, in
particular in the case of misuse or non-compliance with the specifications and
information in the operating instructions.
All our equipments are covered by international assurances against risks.
1) Sources of danger
- Electrical voltage / Electric current
- Warning: Danger
Contact with voltage or current carrying parts carries the risk of electric shock
which can result in serious injury or even death. Never touch damaged cables.
Always switch off and disconnect the power supply before carrying out any
work on the machine. Replace faulty cables immediately.
2) Improper usage
Any usage of the machine for a purpose not covered under the “Prescribed
usage” or contractually agreed purpose is not permissible. The use of the
machine in an unserviceable condiction or not in compliance with the
following prescription is prohibited:
- Protective devices must not be removed or bypassed.
- Conversions and modification to the machine are not permitted.
- Defective supply cables are only to be replaced by original FIORENTINI
cables.
- Coupling elements between mains supply or detachable extension cables
must be at least splashproof.
- The machine is to be fitted with a type H circuit breaker for rated current of
10 A for the vacuum with 1 or 2 motors and 15 A for 3 motors.
3) Organisational points
It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure that:
- The machine is used only by personnel who have been instructed in its
handling and authorised to use it.
- The recognised occupational safety regulations are observed.
- Any further national or internal company regulations are abserved.
- All users are acquainted with the safety regulations and trained in the use of
the specific machine.
- All users have read and understood the operating instructions.
- Responsabilities for the operation, maintenance and repair of the machine are
clearly assingned and abserved.
- Faults and damage are immediately notified to the Service Agent of
FIORENTINI.
4) In the case of an emergency
- Pull out the mains connector plug.
- Immediately apply recognised first-aid measures.
After incidents, do not resume operation with the machine until it has been
inspected by FIORENTINI autorized technical.
5) Opetating for the first time
Delivery, instruction on safety rules, handling and maintenance as well as
operation for the first time must be carried following the specification of this
instruction book. The operator is responsible for instructing the users.
FUTHER SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE ARE DETAILED IN THE RELEVANT SECTIONS
AND MUST BE COMPLIED WITH!

- Certain parts are packed in the tank to protect them from damage. These
should be removed before the cleaner is put into use.
- The supply voltage must be the same as that shown on the nameplate.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION AND SUPPLY
WARNING: - This appliance must be earthed!
- Check that the supply voltage details given on the rating plate are in
accordance with your electricity supply.
CAUTION!
- The cleaner should never be used for picking up hot ashes, explosive fluids or
undiluted acids or solvents. These include petrol, paint thinner and heating oil,
all of which can generate explosive mixtures or vapours when swirled together
with the suction air. Acetone, undiluited under acids and solvents would attack
the materials from which the machine is made.

WARNING NOTE
- For cleaning or servicing the cleaner or when replacing parts, the motor
should be switched off and the connecting plug be withdrawn from the socket.
- Care should be taken to ensure that the connecting cable is not damage by
being driven over, crushed, strained, etc.
- The connecting cable should be regularly checked for any signs of damage or
ageing.
- The machine must not be used if the connecting cable is not in a good
condition.
- For suction of dry dust, check that the filter are in the vacuum cleaner, also
for draw up liquids care to take out the filter from the vacuum cleaner.
- Do not use foaming chemical.
- Do not clean the vacuum with a water pipe to avoid that water get through
the vacuum head.

UTILISATION
1) First operation before use
- Introduce the flex hoses in the hole of the machine until the click insert. Look
that the seal ring is on right position.
- Put the accessory that you need on the hoses.
2) Transport
- To avoid damage during the transport by car or by truck, the vaccum cleaner
must be put inside his original package.

MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING ATTENTION
Take out the plug before any maintenance operation on the head of the
machine.

NORMAL OPERATION OF MAINTENANCE:
- Clean the vacuum cleaner inside and outside.
- Clean the rubber which is in the cover of the head.
- Check the hoses and the electric cable.
IF LOSE POWER
- Check the filter.
IMPORTANT: IF YOU CLEAN THE FILTER MICROWEB WITH
WATER, WAIT THAT IT IS DRY BEFORE INSERTING IN THE
VACUUM AGAIN.

TROUBLE SHOOTIN

FAULT
Motor (suction
turbine) does not start
Suction slowly
decreases
Suction suddenly
decreases
Dust ascapes when
cleaning

CAUSE
No electrical power

REMEDY
Check fuse,cable,plug
and socket
Filter,nozze,suction hose or Check and clean
extensios tube blocked
The paper filter bag or
Switch off the cleaner
the tank is full
and empty
Filter incorrect or
Check filter sealing.
defective
Replace filter

IMPORTANT NOTES
BEFORE STARTING TO USE THE CLEANER PLEASE OBSERVE THE
FOLLOWING POINTS:
- If you should discover any damage when unpacking the cleaner please inform
your sale agency.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
POWER

1200 W

VOLTAGE

230 V

AIR FLOW

173 mc/h

DEPRESSION

245 mbar

PROTECTION CLASS

DOPPIO
ISOLAMENTO

WEIGHT

5,5 Kg

ACCESSORIES

35 mm

CABLE LENGTH

15 m

SOUND LEVEL

50 dB
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no.
pos

code

description

DESCRIZIONE

1

WHISPER-GH1

lid decoration strip

Maniglietta

2

WHISPER-GH2

lid rating plate

Coperchio

3

WHISPER-GH3

top lid

Cupola

4

WHISPER-GH4

crevice nozzle

Lancia piatta d. 35 mm

5

WHISPER-GH5

rotation brush (complete)

Pennello d. 35 mm

6

WHISPER-GH6

accessories support

Vano porta-oggetti

7

WHISPER-GH7

air inlet holder

Ferma filtro

8

WHISPER-GH8

air inlet filter

Filtro

9

WHISPER-GH9

seal ring for body

Guarnizione

10

WHISPER-GH10

air inlet grill

Disco ferma motore

11

WHISPER-GH11

middle part

Cupola intermedia

12

WHISPER-GH12

rubber part for support
motor

Guarnizione superiore

13

WHISPER-GH13

body

Fusto PPL

14

WHISPER-GH14

motor

Motore 220-240V 50Hz

15

WHISPER-GH15

muffer for motor

Insonorizzazione motore
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16

WHISPER-GH16

buttom rubber for motor

Guarnizione inferiore

17

WHISPER-GH17

sponge seal strip for bottom

Guarnizione fusto

18

WHISPER-GH18

shaft cup

Cerniera superiore

19

WHISPER-GH19

press button

Tasto interruttore

20

WHISPER-GH20

air flue

Cerniera inferiore

21

WHISPER-GH21

mains power switch spring

Molla

22

WHISPER-GH22

shaft protecting cover A

Supporto sx cerniera

23

WHISPER-GH23

shaft protecting cover B

Supporto dx cerniera

24

WHISPER-GH24

main power switch

Interruttore

25

WHISPER-GH25

sponge seal strip for bottom

Assale cerniera

26

WHISPER-GH26

power cable clamp

Viti

27

WHISPER-GH27

power cable clamp

Cavo elettrico 2x1 mm

28

WHISPER-GH28

inner wire

Kit cavetti motore

29

WHISPER-GH29

switch holder

Supporto interruttore

30

WHISPER-GH30

air outlet sponge

Insonorizzazione

31

WHISPER-GH31

rear wheel cover

Borchia ruota
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32

WHISPER-GH32

rear wheel (PVC wrap)

Ruota

33

WHISPER-GH33

wheel & axel

Assale ruota

34

WHISPER-GH34

rear wheel bush

Boccola

35

WHISPER-GH35

split washer

Seeger

36

WHISPER-GH36

back wheel holder

Carrello

37

WHISPER-GH37

universal set

Ruota pivottante

38

WHISPER-GH38

bottom inser x2

Carrello

39

WHISPER-GH39

dust bag

Sacco filtro

40

WHISPER-GH40

type Q brush

Spazzola doppio uso d. 35 mm

41

WHISPER-GH41

10# stainless steel
telescopic tube

Telescopica

42

WHISPER-GH42

power cable jacket

Passacavo

43

WHISPER-GH43

capacitor

Fermacavo

44

WHISPER-GH44

45

WHISPER-GH45

noise reduce cotton (base)

46

WHISPER-GH46

socket for power brush

Presa

47

WHISPER-GH47

air inlet holder

Supporto maniglia

Cotton Muffler (base)

Insonorizzazione

Insonorizzazione
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48

WHISPER-GH48

hose handle

Curvetta tubo

49

WHISPER-GH49

suction head seal ring

OR

50

WHISPER-GH50

suction adaptor

Bocchettone

51

WHISPER-GH51

handle cover

Maniglia inferiore

52

WHISPER-GH52

middle part button

Maniglia superiore

53

WHISPER-GH53

spring

Molla maniglietta

54

WHISPER-GH54

middle part open axel

Assale maniglietta

55

WHISPER-GH55

split washer

Seeger

56

WHISPER-GH56

safty valve

Valvola

57

WHISPER-GH57

bare floor brush

Spazzola ovale d,35 mm

58

WHISPER-GH58

screws

Viti

59

WHISPER-GH59

Flexible hose d. 35 mm

Tubo flessibile d.35 mm

60

WHISPER-GH60

Flexible hose sleeve

Manicotto tubo flessibile

61

WHISPER-GH61

Flexible hose assembly

Tubo flessibile completo

62

WHISPER-GH62

Paper bag

Sacco carta

64

WHISPER-GH64

Switch cover of 3000gh

Maniglia coperchio accessori

65

WHISPER-GH53

spring

Molla maniglia coperchio
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